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Multi-label text classification is a challenging task in natural language processing, this task 

includes assigning subset of labels to a given document. What is challenging about this task is the 

big number of classes, e.g. Wikipedia dataset is annotated with hundreds of thousands of tags. 

Another challenge is that the labels follows power-law distribution. Legal documents often come 

in the form of long texts; however most current state of the art models deal only with fixed context. 

In this research, we aim at improving the current state of the art on this task and exploiting 

hierarchical information to enhance the quality of the model. 

 Two approaches to deal with Multi-Label Text Classification MLTC tasks, classification 

based MLTC and ranking-based models.  

1. Ranking-based models  

classes are ranked based on the probability of assigning them to a given document, then top k 

classes are selected as labels for this document. There are different approaches to achieve this goal, 

using BM25 algorithm, a profile for each class is extracted by concatenating all titles assigned 

with this class [1], after that tf-idf vector representation is calculated based on this profile. During 

inference tf-idf vector representation is calculated for the input document, and rank of a class is 

calculated as cosine similarity between the input vector representation and the vector 

representation related to this class. 

2. Classification based methods 

machine learning methods: such as support vector machine and binary regression use n-

grams and bag of words BOW or tf-idf vector of them as input features, and a model is trained to 

maximize the likelihood of getting the correct labels given a document's features representation. 

This feature representation is sparse. These methods doesn't preserve sequential information and 

it doesn't use them during training. 

Deep learning methods: Recurrent Neural Networks are used for sequence modeling, 

alongside with gated cells such as LSTM and GRU to capture long range dependency. RNNs 

suffers from vanishing gradients which limits the used context to 200 tokens on average [2,3].  

Convolution neural networks use filters to calculate relations between consequence tokens, and 

usually used alongside with RNN above it.Transformer based models doesn't use any recurrence 

or convolution in its structure, it includes multi-head attentions and all current state of the art 

models are based on Transformer [4]. 
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